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We establish the spectral line shape of orbital excitations created by resonant inelastic X-ray
scattering for the model Mott insulator CoO. Improved experimental energy resolution reveals that
the line shapes are strikingly different from expectations in a first principles-based atomic multiplet
model. Extended theoretical simulations are performed to identify the underlying physical origins,
which include a pronounced thermal tail reminiscent of anti-Stokes scattering on the energy gain side
of excitations, and an essential contribution from interatomic many-body dynamics on the energy
loss side of excitations.

PACS numbers: 78.47.je, 71.27.+a, 78.70.Ck, 31.15.-p

I. INTRODUCTION

Many types of many-body phases and dynamics de-
rive from low energy spin, lattice, phase and orbital
degrees of freedom that are challenging to excite and
resolve in experiments. Resonant inelastic X-ray scat-
tering (RIXS) is a powerful experimental technique for
observing many-body collective excitations1–15, but has
been limited by energy resolution δE>∼0.1eV that is
much larger than room temperature thermal fluctuations
(kB×300K=26meV). In the absence of better resolution,
first principles-based atomic multiplet simulations that
neglect most many-body dynamics have achieved rea-
sonably good agreement with experimental direct RIXS
spectra2,5,7,9–11,14,15. For this study, improved energy
resolution of δE∼30meV is obtained by using low energy
photons at the cobalt M-edge (50eV≤hν≤70eV). With
this resolution, clear discrepancies between atomic multi-
plet excitations and experimental features in model Mott
insulator CoO are revealed. Features on the energy gain
side of excitations are shown to match a thermal effect
present in multiplet models, referred to here as psuedo-
anti-Stokes (pAS) scattering. Features on the energy loss
side are attributed to intersite interactions between mul-
tiplet excitations and low energy many-body degrees of
freedom.

II. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL

METHODS

CoO is a large spin antiferromagnet with a cubic
NaCl crystal structure16,17 and predominantly 3d7 cobalt
valence14,18. The type 2 Neel transition occurs at roughly
290K19, however magnetic excitation peaks observed by
inelastic neutron scattering do not soften significantly
over a temperature range extending to above 320K20,
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FIG. 1. Resonant inelastic scattering at the M-edge:
(a) The scattering geometry is shown. (b) The penetration
length of X-rays in CoO is estimated from Ref.24. (c) (left)
CoO RIXS spectra measured at 320K with incident ener-
gies from 55-70eV (0.5eV step) are compared with (right) an
atomic multiplet model.

and short range antiferromagnetic correlation persists at
a length scale of >100Å at 310K21.

For this study, a bulk-like well ordered CoO film with
single-nanometer surface roughness was grown on MgO,
and transferred to the RIXS chamber vacuum with min-
imal exposure to the air. The sample was grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in an ultrahigh vacuum
chamber with the base pressure of 2×10−10 torr. Cobalt
was evaporated onto a MgO(001) substrate in 2×10−6

torr oxygen at room temperature. After evaporation,
the sample was annealed to 600◦C within a 2×10−6

torr oxygen atmosphere for 30 minutes, yielding a sur-
face roughness under 1nm measured by atomic force mi-
croscopy. Sample thickness was 45nm, much greater than
the <∼5nm layer over which interface strain and exchange
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effects may be significant22, and similar to three times
the estimated X-ray penetration depth (Fig. 1(b)). M-
edge measurements were performed with ∼30meV energy
resolution at the beamline 4.0.3 (MERLIN) RIXS endsta-
tion (MERIXS)23 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS),
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The scattering
geometry is shown in Fig. 1(a). The ratio of resonant
to non-resonant scattering rate (AR/ANR) can be deter-
mined from the x-ray penetration depth plot in Fig. 1(b),
where the depth of each resonant dip is proportional to
log(1+AR/ANR). The shallow M-edge dip suggests that
resonant self-absorption will have less influence on spec-
tra at the M-edge relative to higher energy resonances.

III. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE IN

MULTIPLET RIXS EXCITATIONS

The incident energy dependence of RIXS spectra for
CoO is presented in Fig. 1(c, left), together with an
atomic multiplet simulation (right panel). The promi-
nent feature at 0.8-1.1eV energy loss is associated with
the 4T2 symmetry multiplet states, which are distin-
guished from lower energy states by a larger charge den-
sity in eg orbitals. All modeled energy loss features are
convoluted by a 70meV Lorentzian function to represent
intrinsic lifetime broadening.
The simulation follows the standard Kramers-

Heisenberg method that accurately describes CoO RIXS
at the L-edge14 and NiO at the M-edge5,15, with a
renormalized first principles parameter set25,26. The
crystal field perturbation of 10Dq=0.98eV (at T=90K)
is fixed by the RIXS excitation energies and Tanabe-
Sugano diagram for 3d7 cobalt, and reduced by 10%
in the intermediate states due to orbital contraction.
The unit cell volume contracts from V320K=77.4[1] Å3

at 320K to V90K=76.5[5] Å3 at 90K27, giving a change
of 1-(V320K/V90K)5/3=-1.9% in the estimated value of
10Dq28. An external exchange field of J∗ = 0.0126eV
is taken from neutron scattering measurements20,29, and
calculated spectra are summed over all 3 [100] magnetic
domain configurations.
Core hole lifetimes are calculated using the SCLC

method15,30, with a 3d-3p transition rate CV reduced
by 10% relative to that estimated for the M-edge of
NiO15, and a slow rate factor for non-multiplet decays
CCC=0.15eV. These lifetime estimates accurately repro-
duce detailed incident energy dependence of RIXS spec-
tra such as the sudden appearance of an inelastic peak
from 57.5-58eV in Fig. 1(c), and the narrow fluorescence
peaks around 57-60eV in Fig. 2(a). The method de-
scribed in Ref.15 has been used to simulate coherent res-
onant elastic emission seen in Fig. 2(a) and the strong
elastic tails in Fig. 1(c, right).
A pronounced softening occurs on the leading edge of

RIXS intensity when temperature is raised from 90K
to 320K (Fig. 2(b)). To observe the 4T2 feature
more clearly, background curves for the elastic tail (Fig.
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FIG. 2. Thermal changes in experimental line shapes:
(a) (red) A fluorescence spectrum of CoO is compared with
(black) an atomic multiplet simulation. (b) RIXS data ob-
tained at energies labeled A-E in panel (a) are overlaid with
black background curves obtained by an automated fitting
function described in the text. Red data points are measured
at 320K and blue points at 90K, and a dashed vertical line
indicates the onset of 4T2 excitation intensity at 90K. (c) The
data from panel (b) are shown after background subtraction,
and normalized so that all 90K measurements have the same
height. Curves represent multiplet simulations for (dark blue)
T=90K, (light red) T=320K, and (green) T=90K electronic
Boltzmann occupation with the T=320K lattice constant, and
are normalized to align the blue simulation curve with the low
energy lineshape of T=90K data points. An inset at upper
right illustrates how thermally populated states (shaded red)
reduce the excitation energy gap.

2(b,black)) are obtained with an automated fitting func-
tion. The function approximates the background by fit-
ting the local tangents and radius of curvature of a cir-
cular contour from data points at energies above and
below the excitation. Examining the background sub-
tracted curves in Fig. 2(c) reveals that the prominent
∼1eV 4T2 feature shifts to lower energy at high temper-
ature, the slope of the energy gain intensity onset be-
comes much shallower, and RIXS peak heights drop by
10-20%. At both high and low temperature, the energy
gain side of the peak has a sharper slope than the energy
loss side. At 90K, the leading edge closely resembles a
70meV Lorentzian, while full peak width at half maxi-
mum is ∼160meV. The irregular shape near 1eV energy
loss is suggestive of multiple closely spaced features with
a continuum-like tail towards higher energy.

In lower resolution studies, it is common practice to
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FIG. 3. Pseudo-anti-Stokes features from thermally

populated modes: (a) A schematic shows a typical anti-
Stokes scattering process. Thermal fluctuations cause the
scattering site to start in a spin flip excited state2,5,9 with
energy ES, within the 4T1 ground state manifold. An inci-
dent photon excites the system into intermediate resonance
states (m), and a scattered photon is emitted as the system
decays into the lowest energy state of the ground state mani-
fold. The resulting RIXS feature appears at negative energy
loss (E = −ES). (b) In a pseudo-anti-Stokes scattering pro-
cess, the system evolves through the same initial and inter-
mediate states as anti-Stokes scattering, but the final state is
the lowest energy state of a higher energy multiplet manifold
(e.g. 4T2). (c) Spectral line shapes of low energy multiplet ex-
citations are compared at (blue) T=90K and (red) T=320K
using the same 10Dq value. Anti-Stokes and pseudo-anti-
Stokes tails appear on the energy gain side of all multiplet fea-
tures. The spectra are averaged over incident energy, and the
T=90K curve intensity has been enhanced by 13% to roughly
align peak heights.

tune atomic multiplet models so that excitation features
are centered on experimental peaks, and to account for
much of the peak width using lifetime (Lorentzian) and
experimental resolution (Gaussian) broadening. How-
ever, the high resolution measurements in Fig. 2(c) are
not compatible with this approach. A broadened atomic
multiplet calculation (Fig. 2(c), blue curve) cannot si-
multaneously match the sharp leading edge and higher
energy structure on the energy loss side of the excita-
tion.
The multiplet model is therefore used only to simulate

the energetically sharp states at the leading edge of inten-
sity, to better understand why the slope and leading edge
energy change with temperature. Changing the crystal
field parameter 10Dq by 1.9% as expected for thermal
lattice expansion accounts for just approximately half of
the onset energy shift (Fig. 2(c), green curve). Simul-
taneously weighting multiplet state occupancies with the
320K Boltzmann distribution reproduces the high tem-

perature onset line shapes closely (Fig. 2(c), red curve
and data points), as well as the drop in overall peak
height17.

Thermal population of low energy modes softens the
leading edge slope by allowing in-gap excitations. The
first three excited states of the simulation are primar-
ily associated with excitations of spin (20meV), spin or-
bit (38meV) and mixed (47meV) degrees of freedom re-
spectively, as also discussed from perturbation theory in
Ref.18. These states have 22%, 11% and 8% occupa-
tion respectively at 320K, and the ground state has only
45% occupation. When cooled to 90K, the system is al-
most fully in the ground state (93%). Taken collectively,
correlations with the resonance profile, excitation ener-
gies and temperature dependence strongly suggest that
the atomic multiplet model is accurately describing elec-
tronic symmetries and energetics on the scattering site.

The multiplet scattering processes that lead to the
thermal build-up of intensity on the energy gain side of a
charge excited final state have striking similarity to anti-
Stokes Raman emission. Anti-Stokes scattering processes
annihilate thermally excited low energy modes and result
in energy gain features in scattering spectra. A repre-
sentative anti-Stokes process in multiplet calculations is
drawn in Fig. 3(a), in which the system evolves from a
spin excited initial state to the lowest energy state of the
4T1 ground state manifold. In a many-body context, this
is similar to the annihilation of a thermal magnon. In
what we are calling pseudo-anti-Stokes (pAS) emission,
the system evolves from a thermally excited initial state
to the lowest energy state of a different multiplet state
manifold (e.g. 4T2), resulting in intensity on the energy
gain side of a multiplet excitation. In a many-body con-
text, the pAS scattering process drawn in Fig. 3(b) can
be thought of as simultaneously annihilating a thermal
magnon and creating an in-gap charge excitation (exci-
ton).

The matrix elements and momentum dependence of
pAS scattering are not identical to true anti-Stokes emis-
sion, but the close metaphor between the two provides an
intuitive way to understand thermal changes through-
out the simultated RIXS spectrum. To isolate electronic
Boltzmann effects from the energy shift brought on by
lattice relaxation, high and low temperature Boltzmann
weighted simulations in Fig. 3(c) are performed with
the same 10Dq crystal field parameter optimized for
T=320K. Thermal broadening of all excitations is asym-
metrical, with greater intensity on the energy gain side,
as seen from the high and low temperature calculations
in Fig. 3(c). The energy scale and fractional intensity of
pAS intensity on the energy gain side of multiplet exci-
tations are quite similar to true anti-Stokes emission for
most of the CoO multiplet excitations.
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IV. INTERATOMIC SHAKE-UP AND THE

EXCITATION LINE SHAPE

The results presented in Fig. 2 show that atomic multi-
plet simulations accurately predict changes at the leading
edge of the 4T2 excitation. However, most of the asym-
metric line shape of the 4T2 excitation is unexplained,
and must involve excited dynamics that have not yet been
touched on. Because the line shape is not explained in
a single atomic multiplet picture, it is necessary to con-
sider many-body interactions with electronic degrees of
freedom on the 12 nearest neighbor and 6 next neigh-
bor cobalt atoms surrounding the scattering site. In-
teractions between the 4T2 excitation and local many
body degrees of freedom occur because the 4T2 excita-
tion involves a redistribution of electron density from t2g
orbitals that point towards nearest neighbor Co atoms,
into eg orbitals that overlap strongly with oxygen pσ or-
bitals. For Co atoms that neighbor the scattering site,
this will lower the energy of d-orbitals that point towards
the scattering site and enable magnetic exchange inter-
actions through the vacated t2g state.
A fully interacting quantum model is not practical to

implement with such a large cluster basis in a 3D crys-
tal. We therefore neglect the entanglement of electronic
states on neighboring Co atoms. In this approximation,
all many-body eigenstates |Ψσ〉 that incorporate multi-
ple Co atoms are obtained by matrix multiplying over
the single atom multiplet states:

|Ψσ〉 = |Ψ0σ〉
∏

i

|Ψiσ〉 (1)

where |Ψ0σ〉 is an atomic multiplet eigenstate of the
scattering site, and |Ψiσ〉 represents an atomic multiplet
eigenstate of a neighboring site, with i indexing the 18
nearest or next-nearest neighbor Co sites. The wave-
function of each Co site, |Ψiσ〉, is determined by an in-
dependent calculation, with σ indicating the magnetic
exchange field orientation on the scattering site, and the
magnetic orientation on other sites fixed by the antiferro-
magnetic order31. The local Hamiltonian on neighboring
sites is modified to account for different intersite energet-
ics following the transfer of charge from t2g to eg symme-
tries in the∼1eV 4T2 excited states. Changes in magnetic
exchange are described by adding an excitation-triggered
exchange field B̃ oriented parallel to the magnetic orien-
tation on the scattering site:

B̃ = 1.5× nX

∑

i

Jζ , (2)

Here Jζ is the amplitude of the 4T2 excitation-induced
change in local magnetic interactions. The index ζ takes
a value of 1 for the interaction with nearest neighbor Co
sites and 2 for next nearest neighbors, consistent with
the vectors labeled in Fig. 4(a). The prefactor of 1.5
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FIG. 4. Intersite electronic shake-up interactions: (a)
The scattering site is highlighted in red in a [001] plane of the
CoO lattice, with relative antiferromagnetic spin orientations
indicated by ’+’ and ’-’ signs. Parameters describing intersite
interactions are labeled for (vector 1, [110] direction) nearest
and (vector 2, [100] direction) next-nearest cobalt neighbors
of the scattering site. (b) The effect of (top) V and (bottom) J
shake-up parameters is simulated. Green curves representing
nearest neighbor interactions (V2=0.1eV and J2=2.1meV) are
nearly identical to (black) the trivial curves with no shake-up
parameters applied. (c) Data points obtained by averaging
the five T=90K curves in Fig. 2(c) are compared with (top)
a shake-up simulation and (bottom) a Poisson distribution.

represents the 3/2 spin moment. The operator nX has
a value of 1 if a ∼1eV orbital excitation is present on
the scattering site and 0 otherwise. Non-magnetic crys-
tal field interactions are considered by adding a charge
correlation Hamiltonian term Ṽ :

Ṽ = nX

∑

i

nz2

i

Vζ (3)

where nz2

i

is an electron number operator acting on the
3d3z2

i
−r2 symmetry orbital of the i indexed site. Spatial

symmetry of the interaction is set by the zi coordinate
axis, which is parallel to a vector connecting the indexed
site to the scattering site. Linking the intersite interac-
tion to nz2

i

is equivalent to treating the 4T2 excitation as
a point-source perturbation located along the axis con-
necting the Co scattering site to a neighboring Co site,
which perturbs d-orbitals extending from the neighboring
site.
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A shift in the 4T2 excitation onset energy is avoided
by setting the lowest energy atomic eigenstate on each
neighbor of the scattering site to 0eV for both values of
nX through an additional factor C̃X . This is necessary
because an average effect of the B̃ and Ṽ interactions is
implicitly included within the crystal field 10Dq parame-
ter. The resulting Hamiltonian H̃ = H̃mult+ Ṽ + B̃+ C̃X

builds on the multiplet Hamiltonian used for simulations
in the previous section (H̃mult), and acts on an effective
Co19O44 cluster. The Hamiltonian is constructed such
that all RIXS spectral features are unchanged except for
the ∼1eV 4T2 excitation. Each Co site has 12 low energy
states, extending up to ∼140meV above the single-site
ground state. Nonzero values of Jζ and Vζ allow the 4T2

excitation to perturb low energy state symmetries on sur-
rounding Co sites, giving a small probability that charge
excitations will trigger low energy 0-140meV excitations
on neighboring sites.

Calculations in Fig. 4 isolate the effect of B̃ and Ṽ
intersite interactions on the charge excitation line shape
by treating the scattering site component of the 4T2 exci-
tation as a 0eV delta function. Several important trends
are evident when the Vζ and Jζ terms are explored inde-
pendently. First, V1 has a far greater effect on the line
shape than V2, which may be understood because the V1

perturbation directly disrupts the [100] ground state axis
of rotation for orbital angular momentum. Second, the
largest likely value of J2, -1.4meV, is also insufficient to
influence the excitation line shape. The J2 parameter
represents the suppression of oxygen mediated superex-
change, which has a mean field interaction strength of
1.4meV seen from the antiferromagnetic exchange field
(1.4meV=12.6meV/(6×1.5)). Thus only the V1 and J1
have immediate importance in determining the excitation
line shape.

The J1 parameter is assigned larger amplitudes than
J2, because electron mobility and interactions between
near neighbor Co atoms are thought to be much greater
than oxygen mediated mobility between next neighbor
Co sites32. Either J1 or V1 can potentially explain the full
width of the experimental line shape, however J1 appears
to give a better line shape correspondence with data and
does not require strong interactions - just J1∼10meV is
sufficient. The V1 parameter is assigned a negative sign
because it comes from a reduction in t2g charge density
on the scattering site, but the qualitative effect of the V1

perturbation is sign independent. The effect of the J1
parameter does not depend at all on its sign, because the
scattering site has an equal number of spin aligned and
antialigned nearest neigbor Co sites. A comparison with
T=90K RIXS data is presented in Fig. 4(c, top), using
a balance of V1 and J1 intersite interaction parameters,
and Boltzmann weighting the model to T=90K.

A meaningful analogy can be drawn between the prob-
abilistic triggering of low energy excitations on atoms
that neighbor a localized charge excitation and the Pois-
son distribution of high-repetition stochastic processes.
When several excitations are likely to occur simultane-
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FIG. 5. Merging shake-up and multiplet models: A sim-
ulation of the scattering site and its 12 nearest Co neighbors
is thermalized to (dark blue curves) T=90K and (light red
curves) T=320K to match experimental data. Data curves
are reproduced from Fig. 2(c), and are measured at the inci-
dent energies labeled.

ously, the simulated line shape tends to evolve into a
Poisson-like (Gaussian-like) distribution as seen for the
J1=20meV simulation in Fig. 4(b, bottom). However,
when there is unlikely to be more than one simultaneous
excitation on neighbors of the RIXS scattering site, the
spectrum can easily become irregular, with prominent
bumps at the energies of specific low energy atomic mul-
tiplet excitations (Fig. 4(b, top)). When the calculation
is fitted to our data in the Fig. 4(c, top), the average
chance of triggering an excitation of any energy is only
6% per atom (Poisson λ ∼ 2/3), suggesting that both
the stochastic physics of the Poisson distribution and the
intrinsic ∼140meV distribution of low energy states are
contributing factors to the ∼160meV experimental peak
width. Fitting RIXS data with the Poisson distribution
gives parameters of λ=2 (17% excitation chance/atom)
and dE/dk=35meV, likely overstating the probability of
low energy excitations occurring on the near neighbor Co
atoms.

Full simulations that include the atomic multiplet
states of the scattering site allow a comparison with
the temperature and incident energy dependence of
RIXS measurements (Fig. 5). Overall line shapes are
matched well by the simulation, including the broader
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and smoother characteristic shape of T=320K data. Cor-
respondence with temperature dependence at the lead-
ing edge of scattering intensity (0.8-0.9eV) remains quite
good when the thermalized states of neighboring sites
are considered, strongly supporting the analysis of Fig.
2(c). These results have great conceptual importance for
time resolved pump-probe RIXS systems currently in de-
velopment, because they show that RIXS can effectively
reveal the thermal (or pumped/athermal) occupancy of
low energy electronic degrees of freedom.

V. DISCUSSION

Our model treats the multiplet state as a rapidly im-
posed classical perturbation on its surroundings, which is
equivalent to regarding it as a quantum quench: a sud-
den change in the parameters of a system Hamiltonian,
which creates new dynamics33. Quantum quenches are
theoretical abstractions that can only be approximated
in experiments, and resolving the absolute accuracy of
this picture will require future high resolution and mo-
mentum resolved studies. The idea that localized core
electron excitations can cause a simple quantum quench
that acts on neighboring atoms has been widely applied
in models of “shake-up” or “indirect” resonant scatter-
ing processes4,6,8,10,12. The present situation is unusual
however in that the origin of the intersite perturbations
is the atomic 4T2 valence excitation, rather than a core
hole resonance state. The Poisson-resembling line shape
is thus intrinsic to well-resolved low energy orbital excita-
tions in CoO, and not an artefact of the RIXS resonance
process.
The model shows that quite weak electronic shake-up

interactions can account for the observed line shape and
temperature dependence, and provides approximate up-
per limits of J1=10meV and V1=100meV for the strength
of those interactions. However, it is also possible that a
measurable component of the shake-up intensity is due to
coupling between the multiplet excitations and phonons.
We have not specifically modeled the phonon shake-up
component because high resolution RIXS studies have
not yet resolved evidence for large coupling constants be-
tween phonons and charge neutral multiplet final states.
Charge-bearing particles (e.g. electrons and holes) and
core hole excitations cause all d-orbitals to expand or
contract significantly in Hartree-Fock calculations, and
are more natural candidates for strong phonon shake-up
processes. In 1D materials without strong electronic lo-
calization, long-lived orbitons can have cleanly resolved
momentum dispersion13, which would be be obscured if
the expected number of phonon scattering events were
large (Poisson λ >

∼ 1). Coupling to electronic degrees
of freedom can also be minimized by measuring RIXS
from spectator atoms in a largely d8 system, as high
spin d8 sites have fairly classical spin with only 3 low
energy multiplet degrees of freedom that have weak exci-
tation matrix elements with respect to the V- and J- type
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FIG. 6. RIXS on a spectator atom: (black, dia-
monds) The CoO 4T2 excitation measured at hν=61.5eV and
T=320K is overlaid with (gray, circles) a room temperature
ff RIXS excitation spectrum from Nd spectator atoms in
Nd1.67Sr0.33NiO4+δ (NSNO). Energy loss for NSNO is dis-
played on the top axis, and is shifted by 1.2eV relative to the
CoO incident energy axis.

perturbtations considered in our model. The room tem-
perature RIXS spectrum from Nd spectator sites in the
largely d8 nickelate system Nd1.67Sr0.33NiO4+δ is com-
pared with CoO RIXS data in Fig. 6. The electronically
simple Nd f-orbital excitation is energetically sharp and
does not reveal clear signs of energy loss features from
phonon shake-up.

Shake-up effects from intermediate core hole states
cannot be responsible for the effect in our data, be-
cause RIXS curves excited via intermediate states with
a Γm∼0.5eV inverse lifetime, such as curve A, would
lead to very different excitation line shapes than the
intermediate states of curves D-E which have lifetimes
of Γm > 2eV (from SCLC). Moreover, the intermediate
state inverse lifetimes are much larger than the inverse
dephasing times for low energy states (∆E<∼140meV),
greatly limiting any intermediate state shake-up effect
on the neighboring Co quantum states.

In summary, the model large spin Mott insulator CoO
has been studied with high resolution RIXS, revealing a
Poisson-like line shape that is unlike the Lorentzian (life-
time broadened) excitation contours in atomic multiplet
models. Temperature dependence of an anti-Stokes-like
tail on the energy gain side of the prominent 4T2 feature
is found to be consistent with the thermal population of
low energy states, suggesting that high resolution RIXS
can be used to ‘take the temperature’ of a generic elec-
tron system. The energy loss contour of the excitation is
explained by a poly-atomic model in which the excitation
triggers a shake-up of low energy modes on neighboring
Co atoms. Within the model, even quite weak interac-
tions with a 4T2 multiplet charge excitation are shown
to transform its line shape by causing low energy excita-
tions to appear stochastically on different atomic neigh-
bors of the scattering site. Based on this, we anticipate
that future high resolution studies may identify Poisson-
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like line shapes for highly localized charge excitations in
other materials that have a large low energy density of
states, such as many mid-transition metal oxides (e.g.
cobaltates and manganites).
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